FIRST BREAK HOME
While you were probably itching to get out of the house and leave for college, the
first break home can be a welcome relief from your hectic college schedule. However,
coming home for the first time can sometimes bring up arguments between you and
your parents about your diabetes management. While you may feel like a totally
different person, your parents will probably still think of you (and your diabetes) the
same way they did when you left.
During your first semester of college, you may have made some changes to your
diabetes management or care routine. While these changes have become normal
to you, this may not be the case for your parents, and they may have questions and
concerns about your management and care.
While it can be irritating to feel like you’re back to being “a kid” again, be open to
explaining to your parents the choices that you have made and how it benefits your
life and diabetes management. Your parents are asking these things out of concern
for you and your health, not because they want to criticize you. Remember the
communications plan you made with your parents, and try to stick to it at home as
well. You may even want to develop a specific plan with your parents for how you will
all handle the first break home. Below are some tips to help you get the most out of
your break, and stress less about diabetes.

ESTABLISH A PLAN
Unless you discuss it beforehand, it’s likely that when you come home you and your
parents will fall back into old habits of diabetes management. Think about what you
want out of your first break home, and discuss this with them before you get there. For
example, if your parents used to do nighttime checks and you would rather they let
you handle it over break, tell them. On the other hand, some students enjoy getting a
“break” from diabetes when they are back home with their parents. It can be a relief to
have someone help out when you’ve been doing it on your own these past few months.
Whatever you decide, discuss it beforehand so that you are all on the same page.

COMMUNICATE
Your parents want to know what’s going on in your life at college, and that includes
diabetes! Be open with them about how things have been going, and don’t be afraid
to ask for help if you need it. If you’ve been struggling with fitting diabetes into your
schedule, are feeling burnt out, or are having trouble finding a clinical provider at
school that you like, talk to them. They may have ideas or strategies to help make your
life a little easier.

